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Nature and environment III. 

Deforestation 

As humans we like to eat meat and the modern trend for beef burgers has 

increased the demand for more cattle and more space worldwide. We also use 

more hard wood for furniture. 

Tropical rain forests are being burnt and cut down because people need more 

land for agriculture. This is happening in the Amazon basin in Brazil and SE Asia. 

Many plants and animals will become extinct. The forests absorb carbon 

dioxide in the process called photosynthesis. Without trees carbon dioxide 

levels will increase. 

The only solution is – alternative sources must be found for food and wood. 

 

Toxic pollution 

We produce lots of waste in the home and toxic chemicals from industrial 

processes. These must be disposed of safely. It is less expensive to dump waste 

and toxic chemicals into rivers or holes in the ground than to dispose of the 

safely. 

Chemicals are used to kill pests in agriculture, to increase production. Toxic 

waste from industrial processes leaks into our waterways. 

Toxic waste kills fish in rivers, lakes and the sea. Wastes getting into our 

drinking water or chemicals getting into our food cause illness and diseases.  

Laws and regulations must be followed by all countries and must be updated as 

we get more knowledge. 

 

Acid rain 



 

 
 

Today rain contains harmful acid which can damage the environment. pH 

shows on a scale (of 0 to 14) how acid or alkaline the environment is. Creatures 

in lakes, rivers and in the soil often live in a narrow range of pH. 

Coal burning in power stations releases sulphur dioxde into the atmosphere. 

This mixes with water in clouds and acid rain is formed. Car exhaust gases add 

other acids. 

 

Energy 

A countries develop, they use more and more energy. China and India are 

expanding rapidly without environmental controls. Pollution is increasing. 

Britain is looking again at Nuclear Power to supply energy in the future but 

there is still no solution to the problem of nuclear waste. Wind and wave 

energy is also a possibility. 

We must all save more energy. For example: 

 Switch off lights. 

 Turn down central heating. 

 Insulate our houses. 

 Reduce packaging on goods. 

 Re-use items instead of buying new. 

 Recycle  to reduce waste. 

We must think of future generations and encourage politicians to see the 

longer view. Think globally, act locally. 

 

 



 

 
 

VOCABULARY 

 

extinct vyhynulý 

increase zvýšit 

alternative sources alternativní zdroje 

find-found-found najít 

toxic pollution toxické znečištění 

dispose znehodnotit, vyhodit 

leak uniknout 

waterways vodní toky 

contain obsahova 

damage zničit, škoda 

release uvolnit 

sulphur dioxide oxid siřičitý 

exhaust gases výfukové plyny 

supply dodávat 

solution řešení 

insulate Zateplit 

 

Zdroje: viz Příloha 

 


